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A Closer Look: Children's and
Young Adult Literature
by Kristin McIlhagga,
Oakland University
In a 2010 resolution, the National Council of
Teachers of English stated, “Literacy education can
be used to disrupt such inequitable hierarchies of
power and privilege by adopting a stance on social
justice and priming it for policy” (para. 4).
In a 2017 Literacy Leadership Brief, the
International Literacy Association acknowledged
that students need to understand beyond their own
lives and experiences. “Knowing and understanding others is crucial for youth to advocate for the
human rights of all” (p. 3).
Children’s and Young Adult (YA) Literature of all
genres offers a doorway into understanding both ourselves and those different from us. However, inclusion
of diverse children’s literature in classrooms without
thoughtful engagement with aspects of social justice
is not enough. An important component of using
children’s and YA literature as a way to integrate social
justice and literacy into classrooms is for each teacher
to develop their own understanding of social justice.
Teaching Tolerance has developed four professional
development modules designed to support teachers in
this work (link in references). This individual teacher
work is imperative because it informs the ways that we
select, read, and design instruction with literature.
For support in considering the ways that social justice can be explicitly integrated into your curriculum,
consider the Social Justice Standards developed by
Teaching Tolerance which include “anchor standards
and age-appropriate learning outcomes divided into
four domains – identity, diversity, justice and action”
(“Teaching Tolerance,” n.d., para. 1).
There are multiple ways to approach selecting literature to facilitate conversations and understandings
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around social justice. Because the term “social justice”
encompasses such a wide range of topics, for this issue,
reviewers were asked to share books that they have
found engaging from a social justice perspective. One
goal was to show that literature does not have to have
a label of “social justice” in order for a book to support
engagement with the topic.
Some ways to select literature for social justice engagement include choosing:
•

•

•

Books about people engaging in social justice
activism
o Examples: The Book Itch by Vaunda Micheaux
Nelson or March Book 2 by John Lewis.
Books that help readers (both students and teachers) engage with their own understanding of underrepresented groups, leading them towards a more
socially just view of people
o Examples: Enchanted Air by Margarita Engle
or The Name Jar by Yansook Choi to consider
immigration experiences.
Books focused on a specific domain or aspect of
social justice
o Examples: A is for Activism by Innosanto
Nagara, Out of Darkness by Ashley Hope Perez,
or Sitti’s Secrets by Naomi Shihab Nye.

In addition to reviewing each title as a piece of literature, in this issue reviewers have also included a short
description of why they have chosen each title as well
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as a pedagogical connection. Not every title works
for every teacher or every classroom, but in providing
reasons for selection and pedagogical connections, we
hope to illustrate different ways to approach social
justice and text selection in classrooms.
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Note: In the Fall 2017 issue, one of the books reviewed
was She Persisted by Chelsea Clinton. One of the
featured women is Maria Tallchief, an Osage Woman.
The text in the book refers to her “Native American
heritage.” I have often been questioned about using
“American Indian” or “Native American.” I always share
Debbie Reese’s response from her blog:
American Indian? Or, Native American? There
is no agreement among Native peoples. Both are
used. It is best to be specific. Example: Instead of
"Debbie Reese, a Native American," say "Debbie
Reese, a Nambe Pueblo Indian woman" (n.d.).
When sharing this book with students (or anyone) it is
recommended to use her tribal affiliation of “Osage.”
Some teachers have written in the book with a sharpie,
while others tape in a small piece of paper. This also
offers an opportunity to share the reason why this is
important with your students.
Reese, Debbie (n.d.). American Indians in Children’s Literature. Retrieved
from https://americanindiansinchildrensliterature.blogspot.com

Yo Soy Muslim: A Father's Letter to His Daughter
By Mark Gonzales, illustrated by Mehrdokht Amini
Salaam Reads, an imprint of Simon & Schuster
2017 ISBN 978-1-4814-8936-2
Suggested Grades K-4

Guest Review by Linda M.
Pavonetti, Ed.D., Oakland
University
Children face difficult questions every day—not only
from teachers (those are
often the easier ones)—but
also from their classmates
and people in the world.
For those children from
under-represented groups, this is particularly true, especially if a child does not fit the stereotypical image of
the “normal” population. In Mexico, there is a small—
about 5,000—but growing Muslim population. Yo Soy
Muslim: A Father's Letter to His Daughter is a tender,
poetic explanation of how a child might respond to a
stranger’s questioning, “What are you?” and, “Where
are you from?” By combining the family’s Mexican
heritage with their Muslim faith, this father encourages
his daughter to be proud of herself, her nationality, and
her beliefs.
“What are you?” and, “Where are you from?” are just
two of the difficult questions this picture storybook
from Simon & Schuster’s new imprint Salaam Reads
addresses. Salaam Reads is dedicated to publishing
books for children of “all faiths and backgrounds.” If
you want more information about this resource, please
visit http://salaamreads.com. For more information
and photos of Mexican-Muslim children, visit https://
tinyurl.com/yaf4qc7t
Social Justice Connections
When we seek out representations of under-and
mis-represented people in literature, it can be easy to
consider representations as singular monoliths. I might
be on the lookout for a book with Muslim characters
and experiences, but I don’t often stretch to other identities. Yo Soy Muslim is an example of a book that shares
complex multi-faceted identities of a character because
the character is both Mexican and Muslim. This book
presents opportunities for discussion and response to
the notion of the ways that people have multiple identities that inform the ways we move in the world, the
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ways that other people perceive us, and the ways that
we perceive other peoples’ identities.

Who knows / when I will see them again. / …We are
like the clouds.”

Somos Como Las
Nubes / We are Like
the Clouds
By Jorge Argueta,
illustrated by Alfonso
Ruano, trans. from the
Spanish by Elisa Amado
House of Anansi,
an imprint of
Groundwood Press
2016 ISBN 978-155498-849-5
e-book 978-1-55498-850-1
Suggested Grades 2-12

Spanish illustrator Alfonso Ruano’s stunning acrylic
paintings are realistic in their portrayal of the young
children who relate their experiences through Argueta’s
free verse poems. Yet, they are also surrealistic when the
children come face-to-face with the “painted people”
with “hard eyes” whose “arms, faces / chests and backs /
are homes / to tattoos / like snakes. / I am afraid of
those snakes. / They might bite me.”
The book concludes on a hopeful note with “The
Paleta Seller” (fruit popsicles). Multicolored balloons
float above children, parents and the paleta seller in a
Los Angeles park. “I have dancing paletas, / dreaming
paletas. / And I have paletas / like clouds. / We are the
clouds.”

Guest Review by Linda M. Pavonetti, Ed.D., Oakland
University
The exodus of refugees, including unaccompanied
children, fleeing their Central American homes
was headline news during the years that concluded
Barack Obama’s presidency and those that brought a
wall-building Donald Trump to the White House.
What newspapers, TV, Facebook, and Twitter could
not convey is the dangerous journey these children
undertook to escape the life-threatening conditions in
their villages. In both Spanish and English (translated)
poems, Jorge Argueta—himself a refugee from El
Salvador’s 1980’s turbulence—expresses the anguish,
doubt, tragedies, and risks that more than 100,000
children undertook when they left their homes and
parents, relatives and friends and fled to the United
States.
In first-person voices, the poems look forward and
back, remembering what the children had and what
they are hoping for in the future. In “Las Chinamas”
(the border between El Salvador and Guatemala), the
speaker focuses on the mockingbirds and other small
songbirds from a now-lost schoolyard and recalls “my
teacher /… my mother / my brothers, / my sisters. /
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This is a book that will challenge readers of all ages who
are comfortable in their homes and schools to imagine
what it might be like to leave all they know behind,
experience nightmarish danger—to live in a country
with a different language, strange food, and an attitude
that is often less than welcoming to immigrants.
Social Justice Connections
As a collection of poetry about experiences not often
present in children’s literature, this book also offers an
opportunity to consider the ways that poetry as a form
can convey feelings and emotions in ways that prose
cannot. The accompanying illustrations also invite careful study as stand-alone art as well as with the poetry.
It would also pair beautifully with Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie's well-known TED Talk The Danger of a Single
Story to discuss the perceptions
that we have of refugees and also
consider ways that we might
expand those perceptions.
The Only Road / El Único
Destino
By Alexandra Diaz
Paula Wiseman Books, an
imprint of Simon & Schuster
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2016 ISBN 978-1481457507 (available in Spanish,
English, and E-Book)
Suggested Grades 3-7
Guest Review by Linda M. Pavonetti, Ed.D., Oakland
University
In a hardscrabble village in Guatemala, the Alphas—a
gang that forcibly enlists young people to carry out
their criminal activities—has been actively recruiting
12-year-olds Jaime, Ángela, and Miguel. The three
cousins refuse to join the gang with the knowledge
that the gang may retaliate. When Miguel is murdered,
Jaime is not prepared for the reverberations that shake
his world. Within a few days, his parents and extended
family not only bury Miguel but also borrow enough
money to purchase bus tickets and arrange for “coyotes”
to escort Jaime and Ángela to the U.S. border. What
these unwary family members don’t realize is how hazardous the only road north will be.
Diaz’s The Only Road snakes along a fine line between
what is an adventure story and journey from childhood
to maturity, and what is appropriate reading for middle
grade children. There are other books that expose the
all-too-real dangers that face young people on their
attempts to escape the gangs and violence threatening their lives in Guatemala, San Salvador, and other
Central American countries, but those hyper-realistic
portrayals are for YA and adult audiences.
Social Justice Connections
Inspired by true events, The Only Road is an engaging
and thought-provoking book that would pair beautifully with We Are Like Clouds to consider different
experiences of fleeing one’s home. It also invites readers
to consider how events in a community can shape the
lives of people living there, even when resisted. To
encourage readers to expand their understandings of
refugee experiences, it is recommended that teachers
pair this book with other titles and also with videos
such as Luma Mufleh’s TED Talk Don’t Feel Sorry for
Refugees, Believe in Them or António Guterres’ TED
Talk Refugees Have the Right To Be Protected.

Ahimsa
By Supriya Kelkar
Tu Books: Lee & Low
Publishing
2017 ISBN 978-1-62014356-8
Suggested Grades 3-6
When Anjali’s mother quits
her job to join the freedom
movement in 1942 India, she
isn’t sure what to think. Within
days of the sudden announcement, her mother declares
they must burn all of their beautiful clothes, including
all of Anjali’s ghagra-choli, in exchange for khadi or
homespun clothes. Wearing scratchy clothes is only the
beginning of changes in their lives. The idea of equality
makes sense to Anjali, but she (and her mother) realize
that it is more complex than just the clothes that someone wears.
Anjali, Irfaan (her best friend), Masterji (their teacher),
and her mother begin working together to have school
at the basti (slum) where some of the untouchables live
including their former latrine boy, Mohan. As friendships and trust build, so does unrest in their town.
Soon there are riots in the streets between Hindu and
Muslim people causing schools to close and a curfew to
be set for everyone. During a meeting of the freedom
fighters, Anjali’s mother is arrested, accused of instigating some of the riots.
Throughout the story, Anjali and her mother both
wrestle with the realization that being part of the
Brahmin or highborn caste means there are things
about the world they don’t understand. Anjali asks
honest questions about what’s happening around her;
like why Ghandiji calls people from the lowest caste
Harijan (child of God) when they themselves prefer to
be called Dalit (oppressed)? Most of the adults around
her give honest answers, like Keshavji who says, “I
think you can care deeply about someone and still do
the wrong thing” (p. 125).
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Inspired by the work of her great-grandmother with
Ghandi, Supriya Kelkar has crafted a work of historical fiction about female empowerment and the Indian
Freedom movement that remains relevant in 2017.
Social Justice Connections
Where to start? There are so many ways that this book
can support social justice conversations and work.
One of the things I appreciate most about it is the
way readers can engage with the work of an individual
(Anjali), small group (her mother’s Freedom Movement
group), and larger groups (countries). The book is very
much informed by teachers in Brooklyn who had similar conversations to those Deja has in class with Miss
Garcia, teachers who navigated ways of acknowledging
the tragedy of 9/11 while also acknowledging humanity
and hopefulness.
Towers Falling
By Jewell Parker Rhodes
Little, Brown, and Company
2016 ISBN 978-0-31626222-4
Suggested Grades 4-8
Dèja is starting a new school
because her family moved to
Brooklyn to the Avalon Family
Residence, which is a nice
name for their not-nice homeless shelter. She lives in
one room with her Mom, Pop, brother Ray, and sister
Leda. Her mother works as a waitress and her father
spends most of his time in bed coughing and wheezing,
something he never did when Dèja was younger. Dèja
doesn’t expect to like her school, much less make any
friends, but Ben and Sabeen have other ideas. Their
teacher Miss Garcia is different than any teacher Dèja
has known. Miss Garcia is always telling the fifth-grade
class to “think critically!” (p. 29), and soon Dèja realizes
that she has much to contribute to their discussions
and has a lot of questions.
When Ben, Sabeen, and Dèja get together to work on
their group history project, Dèja learns about 9/11 for
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the first time. “How come I didn’t know? Right across
from Brooklyn, something left a gaping hole in the
tower” (p. 98). As she learns more about the events
of 9/11 from school, her friends, and her father; Dèja
discovers that the past still matters, much more than
she ever realized.
In the author’s note at the end of the book, Jewell
Parker Rhodes shares that her initial reaction to writing
a book about 9/11 was, “No way. Too hard. … Too
hard emotionally. Too hard, technically, to convey such
history for middle grade students” (p. 225-226). The
book is very much informed by teachers in Brooklyn
who had similar conversations to those Dèja has in
class with Miss Garcia, teachers who navigated ways of
acknowledging the tragedy of 9/11 while also acknowledging humanity and hopefulness.
Social Justice Connections
This was the first book that came to mind when
choosing what to include in this volume’s book review
section. For me as a teacher, parent, and someone who
vividly remembers teaching on 9/11; this book offered
me the opportunity to think more about my own
understandings and assumptions about tragic events
and teaching. As Jewell Parker Rhodes wrote in her
author’s note, “How do I convey the devastation yet
also the triumph of American resilience and ideas? How
do I write a book that might inspire youth to become
even better citizens?” (p. 226).
Teachers and adults often avoid events, topics, or ideas
that we think will be uncomfortable or inappropriate
for our students. This book helped me to realize that
those feelings are often more about the adult, not the
children. The ways that Dèja, Sabeen, Ben, their teachers and classmates have conversations about ethnicity,
race, stereotypes, and even 9/11 are beautiful examples
of how digging into these topics are incredibly important for students. Dèja’s developing understanding of
how the events of 9/11 continue to impact people’s
lives make this book not only a rich resource for
understanding social justice, but also an engaging and
important story.
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taking inspiration from the photography and student
writing from the book to encourage similar multimodal
responses from students in a class, grade level, or even
school-wide. As I’ve noted before, it isn’t enough to just
have books like this on our classroom shelves, we must
also engage in thoughtful conversations about human
rights.

Every Human Has
Rights
Forward by Mary
Robinson
National Geographic
Kids
2008 ISBN 9781426305108
Suggested Grades 3-12
Don’t let the subtitle
of this book, “A photographic declaration for kids”
fool you into thinking it’s only for young children.
Based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948, this
National Geographic book includes breathtaking photography from around the world to augment the text.
Photographs are accompanied by short descriptions and
connections to the text of the standard on that page
like, “A family displaced by war walks across the border
from Ethiopia to Eritrea,” and “Kids play in the streets
of Havana, Cuba, where everyone has the right to free
education and free health care, but elections aren’t free
and fair.”
Another unique feature of the book is the student
authored writing found throughout the book. Written
by children ages 10-18, their writing is an example of
how children navigate questions about human rights. It
is the combination of all of these features—language of
each of the thirty rights, photography, description, and
student writing—that make this a book one for readers
of all ages in any classroom.
Social Justice Connections
As with other titles written about in this volume, there
are numerous ways that this book could be used to
engage with topics of social justice. One of the biggest
strengths of this particular book is that the language
of each right is straightforward but allows for complex
understanding. For example, number 25 states, “You
have the right to food, shelter, and health care.” This
could be a springboard for young children connected
to basic needs and for older students debating aspects
of how such things are paid for. I can also imagine

Rad American Women A-Z
By Kate Schatz Illustrated by
Miriam Klein Stahl
City Lights Books
2015 ISBN 9780872866836
Scholastic edition ISBN
978-0-545-97021-1
Suggested Grades 3-12
As promised in the title, this
informational text provides readers with stories of 26
women who have impacted the United States in positive ways. The women selected for the book represent
different ethnicities and races. Their lives represent
experiences from different socioeconomic backgrounds,
urban and rural living, native people and immigrants.
There are stories of artists and health care workers,
athletes and musicians. Some of the women are still
living today and others died long ago. Each double-page spread features a cut-paper portrait along with
a unique heading describing what makes each woman
“rad.” For instance, “Jovita Idar… who believed in free
and equal education for all children” and “Florence
Griffith-Joyner… who showed us how to run like a
girl.” The writing is accessible but doesn’t minimize any
accomplishments, providing an excellent springboard
for exploring books from the “further reading” list at
the end of the book.
Social Justice Connections
I can imagine this book having multiple homes in
classrooms for independent reading, as a read aloud,
integrated with social studies curriculum, and as a
mentor text for biographical writing. Regardless of
the classroom connection, the work of each woman
presents an opportunity to engage with issues of social
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justice related to gender as well as race, ethnicity, and
more. By having a specific person as a doorway into
deeper discussions, teachers and students alike can
engage in social justice concepts one woman at a time
and collectively across the book.

Enchanted Air
By Margarita Engle
Atheneum Books for Young
Readers
2016 ISBN 978-1481435239
Suggested Grades 6-12
In this book, author Margarita
Engle invites readers to consider
what it means to quite literally live between two cultures.
Engle’s memoir reflects the first 14 years of her life,
growing up in a time when national and international
events literally changed her life and the life of her
family. Her mother was born and raised in Cuba and
each summer the family flew back to Mami’s home to
visit Abuelita, family, and friends. Told through poetry,
Engle’s use of imagery and emotion creates tangible
feelings of empathy as she ponders, “Two countries. /
Two families. / Two sets of words. / Am I free to need
both, / or will I always have to choose / only one way /
of thinking?” (p. 13).
On her last childhood visit to Cuba in 1960, Margarita
writes of time spent with her great-grandma, exploring the farm, riding horses wild and free, and eating
delicious fruits. When Mami leaves, Margarita and her
sister stay with relatives and she wonders, “Is it ok to
pretend that everything will always be easy? No passport troubles for Mami. No courage questions for me”
(p. 97). Spending time on the farm with Tio Dario,
her cousins, and the horses, Margarita says of Cuba,
“It’s as if my other self has been here all along – the
invisible twin” (p. 102). Returning home to California,
Margarita always feels like she doesn’t quite belong with
other people – she takes solace in being outside with
insects, plants, and a kitten; they become her friends.
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Much like Dèja in Rhodes’ Towers Falling (2016,
reviewed in this column), who tries to understand the
past, Margarita struggles to understand how events like
World War II and the Cuban Missile Crisis impact her
family as well as the way that others see her. And how
can the two countries she calls home be filled with so
much hatred for each other? A timeline of the Cold
War and Author’s Note provide important context that
enriches the story even more.
Social Justice Connections
As a memoir, this book offers incredible insight into the
feelings of one child growing up between two countries.
Engle’s story captures the sense of innocence of young
children’s views of their worlds, while also showing
incredible awareness. While her parents worked to protect her from their conversations, she was not protected
from derogatory comments from her teachers or peers.
This book is a mirror for any student experiencing life
in different worlds, whether as an immigrant, child
of immigrants, or navigating life as part of multiple
cultures. Just as important, it invites readers who have
never had these experiences to consider the ways that
countries and world events impact individuals in very
personal ways.
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda
by Becky Albertalli
Balzer + Bray
2015 ISBN 0062348671
Suggested Grades 6-12
Guest review by Hannah
Homrich and Gabrielle
Buttazzoni, Central Michigan
University
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda is a classic coming
of age story with a unique twist. It focuses on Simon
Spier and his experiences in high school as a closeted
gay teenager. Not only does Simon have to come to
terms with the usual “coming of age” that many young
adult narrators do; he is also challenged with embracing
his identity and sharing it with others. The only person
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with whom Simon shares his secret is his anonymous
e-mail correspondent, Blue. But when Simon leaves his
email open one day in the school library, his secret is
exposed to Marty, a class clown who blackmails Simon
to be his wingman—or else his secret will become
everyone’s business. With his identity at stake, Simon
must figure out how to manage his friendships and take
control of his own outing, while also trying to maintain his relationship with the adorable boy he has been
falling for via email.
Simon vs. the Homo Sapien’s Agenda is an authentic and
engaging portrayal of growing up while navigating
high school, negotiating relationships with friends and
family, and trying to figure out expectations about what
it means to be a young adult. Simon is a real and likeable protagonist, whose experiences will likely mirror
the experiences of some readers and provide a mirror
for others. Ultimately, the novel defies the “homo
sapien agenda” of straight, heteronormative standards
and relationships with both warmth and humor.

Social Justice Connections
We selected this book because it offers an opportunity
for dialogue about heteronormativity and the stereotypical “coming of age” stories. The story is told in first
person from Simon’s point of view, as a character who
has not yet come out as gay to his friends and peers.
As Simon points out in the book, why don’t straight
people have to come out as straight? And why is a
straight orientation perceived by so many as a social
default of normal? While Simon’s character is positive
and accessible, any discussion of the book (as a class
or individually) should include a conversation that his
character can’t represent the experiences of all students
who identify as gay and not out.
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